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Winter Collection
Cozy up this winter with some wardrobe staples.
Leggings and sweatshirts are perfect for those winter days spent indoors. These patterns are ones you
will surely make more than once. It is afun season
to explore warm knits such as French terry and
sweatshirt fleece. We will pack a punch with our
dual duffles this season. The Cascade Duffle Coat
is satisfying pattern to complete and will keep you
warm for years to come. Pack it all up in your very
own weekend duffle bag from the Portside Travel
Set. Join in while we explore cork, as an alternative
textile to leather!

SUPPLIES NEEDED
MACHINES

CASCADE DUFFLE COAT

 BERNINA L 450 Overlocker
 BERNINA L 220 Coverstitch
 BERNINA Sewing Machine
PRESSER FEET
 Elasticator Foot (Overlocker)
 Leather Roller Foot #55
 Non-stick Open Embroidery Foot #56
 Zipper Foot #4D
ACCESSORIES
 Seam Guide
 Jlx90/14 needles











LEGGINGS

 4-way Stretch Knit
 Maxi-Lock Stretch
 Elastic
LINDEN SWEATSHIRT

 Knit
 Seracor Thread
PORTSIDE DUFFLE BAG
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Cork
Seracor Thread
Fusible Fleece
Webbing
Zipper
Bag Hardware

Wool Melton
Silk
Metrosene
Seracor
Toggle Buttons
Leather
Leather Cord
Leather Glue
Separating Zipper

ACCESSORIES








Swedish Tracing Paper
Wonder Clips
Wash Away Wonder Tape
Tapestry Needle
Fray Check
80/12 Ballpoint Needles

OVERLOCKER TECHNIQUES
LEGGINGS

3-THREAD OVERLOCK

Constructing leggings with a 3-thread overlock
has more stretch and is less bulky than the 4thread overlock.
This pattern has only three seams.
Sewing the crotch curve can be intimidating at
first. Our tendency is to want to move the fabric
along the blade in a curved motion, but the best
way to sew this is in a straight line.
Sew up to the curve then pull the fabric into a
straight line directly in front of the presser foot.

ELASTIC WAISTBAND
WAISTBAND
Sew elastic into a loop using your sewing machine.
Match the elastic to the waist of the leggings on
the wrong (inside) side.
Working in the round, attach the elastic with a 4thread overlock, slightly stretching the elastic to
fit the waist as you go.
Sew over the starting point and pivot off the
edge of the waistband to end the stitch.
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COVERSTITCH TECHNIQUES

3-THREAD WIDE COVERSTITCH

L 220 MACHINE SET-UP
Set the machine for a 3thread wide coverstitch.
Add the JLx90/14 needles.

THREAD TENSION SETTING
Left needle

MACHINE SETUP

Center needle Right needle Looper
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COMPENSATING PRESSER FOOT
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PRESSER FOOT

The sides of the compensating presser foot will
raise and lower with the thickness of your fabric
seams, ensuring proper alignment for topstitching.
Raised marks on the tip of the toe indicate the
needles.

SEWING OVER SEAMS
HEIGHT COMPENSATING TOOL
The height compensating tool comes with
BERNINA sewing machines, but is also especially helpful for moving the presser foot over
seams and will keep your stitches from getting
short or pinching the fabric.

NEEDLE MARKING
When ending the seam, align the sewn row of
needle threads (red) with the markings on the
presser foot.
Hold the thread tails (green) out to the sides.
Sew over the seam approximately 1”
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MATCHING STITCHES

COVERSTITCH TECHNIQUES

STEP 1

ENDING SEAMS
Stop stitching at the end of the seam, turn the
handwheel and raise presser foot.

STEP 2
Using tweezers, pull the needle threads out and
to the left of the work. Move from behind the
needles between the fabric and the presser foot
sole.
Cut the threads.

STEP 3
Remove the fabric towards the back and to the
left.
Cut the looper thread.
This will secure the stitch, while leaving only the
needle threads and looper thread tails to begin
the next stitch.
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ELASTICATOR FOOT
SET-UP
Attach the Elasticator foot.
Set up the stitch on the Overlocker for a 4-3-2
thread overlock stitch of your choice.
Test the tension of the roller by adjusting the
screw (1).
Place the elastic under the roller and the complete foot sole.
Fix the elastic by sewing a few stitches.

Place the fabric under the presser foot and sew
it together with the elastic.
This foot will guide the elastic, and at the same
time it applies pressure to the elastic with a specifically designed tension controlled roller.
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L 450/L 460

PRESSER FEET
BUTTON SEW-ON FOOT #18

BUTTON SEW-ON PROGRAM

Position the button on the fabric as needed.
Slip the button under the foot with the holes arranged between the two toes of the presser foot.
Select the Button Sew-on Program–it automatically stitches and ties off. Or select the universal
stitch or zig-zag stitch (lower feed dogs if using
universal or zig-zag stitch).
Before stitching the button in place, turn the
handwheel to check that the stitch width is the
same as the space between the holes on the
button. Adjust if needed.
NON-STICK OPEN EMBROIDERY FOOT #56

NON-STICK SOLE

This foot is good for sewing heavy decorative
stitches, edgestitching, and lapped seams on
leather or plastic materials (cork).
Avoid creating permanent pinholes in vinyl or
leather by holding layers together with Clover
Wonderclips or with toggles or tape.

LEATHER ROLLER FOOT #55
The wheel of Foot #55 allows motion along any
contour and stitching in any direction while the
feed dog of the machine continues to move the
fabric, regulating the stitches. The single roller
makes it possible to steer the fabric and change
the direction at will.
When using Foot #55, the fabric is only controlled where the wheel holds it down on the
feed dog, so the needle should be close to the
wheel for the best stitch.
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SEWING LEATHER

